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Abstract. In this paper we extend the standard attack tree model by
introducing temporal order to the attacker’s decision making process.
This will allow us to model the attacker’s behaviour more accurately,
since this way it is possible to study his actions related to dropping some
of the elementary attacks due to them becoming obsolete based on the
previous success/failure results. We propose an efficient algorithm for
computing the attacker’s expected outcome based on the given order
of the elementary attacks and discuss the pros and cons of considering general rooted directed acyclic graphs instead of plain trees as the
foundations for attack modelling.
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Introduction

Attack tree (also called threat tree) approach to security evaluation is
several decades old. It has been used for tasks like fault assessment of
critical systems [1] or software vulnerability analysis [2, 3]. The approach
was first applied in the context of information systems (so-called threat
logic trees) by Weiss [4] and later more widely adapted to information
security by Bruce Schneier [5]. We refer to [6, 7] for good overviews on
the development and applications of the methodology.
Since their first introduction, attack trees have been used to describe
attacks against various real-world applications like Border Gateway Protocol [8], SCADA protocols [9] and e-voting infrastructures [10]. Attack
trees have found their place in computer science education [11] and several
support tools like AttackTree+4 and SecurITree5 have been developed.
Early approaches to attack tree modelling were mostly concerned with
just categorising the attacks [8] or modelling the attacker’s behaviour by
one specific parameter of the attacks like the cost, difficulty or severity [5,
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9, 12]. A substantial step forward was taken by Buldas et al. [13] who introduced the idea of game-theoretic modelling of the attacker’s decision
making process based on several interconnected parameters like the cost,
risks and penalties associated with different elementary attacks. This approach was later refined by Jürgenson and Willemson [14, 15] and applied
to the analysis of the security of several e-voting solutions by Buldas and
Mägi [10].
So far, practically all the research in the field of attack trees has concentrated on what one could call a parallel model [4, 5, 3, 8, 9, 16, 12–14,
10, 15]. Essentially, the model assumes that all the elementary attacks take
place simultaneously and hence the attacker’s possible decisions based on
success or failure of some of the elementary attacks are ignored. However, as noted already in [15], this model is unrealistic. In practice, the
attacker is able to order his actions and try different alternative scenarios
if some others fail or to stop trying altogether if some critical subset of
elementary attacks has already failed or succeeded. Not risking with the
hopeless or unnecessary attempts clearly reduces the amount of potential
penalties and hence increases the attacker’s expected outcome.
The main contribution of this paper is to surpass this shortcoming
by introducing what one could call a serial model for attack trees. We
extend the basic parallel model with temporal order of the elementary
attacks and give the attacker some flexibility in skipping some of them or
stopping the attack before all of the elementary attacks have been tried.
The other contribution is a generalisation of the attack tree approach to
accommodate arbitrary rooted directed acyclic graphs, which will enable
us to conveniently ensure consistency of our computations in the general
framework proposed by Mauw and Oostdijk [12].
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we first briefly review
the basic multi-parameter attack tree model. Sections 3 and 4 extend it by
introducing attack descriptions based on general Boolean functions and
temporal order of elementary attacks, respectively. Section 5 presents an
efficient algorithm for computing the attacker’s expected outcome of the
attack tree with the predefined order of leaves. Finally, Section 6 draws
some conclusions and sets directions for further work.
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The Attack Tree Model

Basic idea of the attack tree approach is simple – the analysis begins by
identifying one primary threat and continues by dividing the threat into
subattacks, either all or some of them being necessary to materialise the

primary threat. The subattacks can be divided further etc., until we reach
the state where it does not make sense to divide the resulting attacks any
more; these kinds of non-splittable attacks are called elementary attacks
and the security analyst will have to evaluate them somehow. During the
splitting process, a tree is formed having the primary threat in its root
and elementary attacks in its leaves. Using the structure of the tree and
the estimations of the leaves, it is then (hopefully) possible to give some
estimations of the root node as well. In practice, it mostly turns out to be
sufficient to consider only two kinds of splits in the internal nodes of the
tree, giving rise to AND- and OR-nodes. As a result, an AND-OR-tree is
obtained, forming the basis of the subsequent analysis.
The crucial contribution of Buldas et al. [13] was the introduction
of four game-theoretically motivated parameters for each leaf node of
the tree. This approach was later optimised in [15], where the authors
concluded that only two parameters suffice. Following their approach, we
consider the set of elementary attacks X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn } and give
each one of them two parameters:
– pi – success probability of the attack Xi ,
– Expensesi – expected expenses (i.e. costs plus expected penalties) of
the attack Xi .
Besides these parameters, there is a global value Gains expressing the
benefit of the attacker if he is able to materialise the primary threat.
In the parallel model of [15], the expected outcome of the attacker is
computed by maximising the expression
OutcomeS = pS · Gains −

X

Expensesi

(1)

Xi ∈S

over all the assignments S ⊆ X that make the Boolean formula F, represented by the attack tree, true. (Here pS denotes the success probability
of the primary threat.) Like in the original model of Buldas et al. [13],
we assume that the attacker behaves rationally, i.e. he attacks only if
there is an attack scenario with a positive outcome. The defender’s task
is thus achieving a situation where all the attack scenarios would be nonbeneficial for the attacker.
Our aim is to develop this model in two directions. In Section 3 we
will generalise the attack tree model a bit to allow greater flexibility and
expressive power of our model, and in Section 4 we will study the effects
of introducing linear (temporal) order to the set of elementary attacks.
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Attack Descriptions as Monotone Boolean Functions

Before proceeding, we briefly discuss a somewhat different perspective
on attack tree construction. Contrary to the standard top-down ideology
popularised by Schneier [5], a bottom-up approach is also possible. Say,
our attacker has identified the set of elementary attacks X available to
him and he needs to figure out, which subsets of X are sufficient to mount
the root attack. In this paper we assume that the set of such subsets is
monotone, i.e. if some set of elementary attacks suffices, then so does any
of its supersets. This way it is very convenient to describe all the successful
attacks by a monotone Boolean function F on the set of variables X .
Of course, if we have constructed an attack tree then it naturally
corresponds to a Boolean function. Unfortunately, considering only the
formulae that have a tree structure is not always enough. Most notably,
trees can not handle the situation, where the same lower-level attack is
useful in several, otherwise independent higher-level attacks, and this is
clearly a situation we can not ignore in practical security analysis.
Another shortcoming of the plain attack tree model follows from the
general framework by Mauw and Oostdijk [12]. They argue that the semantics of an attack tree is inherently consistent if and only if the tree
can be transformed into an equivalent form without changing the value
of the expected outcome. When stating and proving their result, they
essentially transform the underlying Boolean formula into a disjunctive
normal form, but when doing so, they need to introduce several copies
of some attacks, therefore breaking the tree structure in favour of a general rooted directed acyclic graph (RDAG). Since AND-OR-RDAGs are
equivalent to monotone Boolean functions, there is no immediate need to
take the generalisation any further.
Thus it would be more consistent and fruitful not to talk about attack
trees, but rather attack RDAGs. On the other hand, as the structure of
a tree is so much more convenient to analyse than a general RDAG, we
should still try to stick to the trees whenever possible. We will see one
specific example of a very efficient tree analysis algorithm in Section 5.
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Ordering Elementary Attacks

After the attacker has selected the set of possible elementary attacks X
and described the possible successful scenarios by means of a monotone
Boolean function F, he can start planning the attacks. Unlike the naı̈ve
parallel model of Schneier [5], the attacker has a lot of flexibility and

choice. He may try some elementary attack first and based on its success or failure select the next elementary attack arbitrarily or even decide
to stop attacking altogether (e.g. due to certain success or failure of the
primary threat). Such a fully adaptive model is still too complicated to
analyse with the current methods, thus we will limit the model to be
semi-adaptive. I.e., we let the attacker to fix linear order of some elementary attacks in advance and assume that he tries them in succession,
possibly skipping superfluous elementary attacks and stopping only if he
knows that the Boolean value of F has been completely determined by
the previous successes and failures of elementary attacks.
The full strategy of the attacker will be the following.
1. Create an attack RDAG with the set of leaf nodes X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn }.
2. Select a subset S ⊆ X materialising the primary threat and consider
the corresponding subtree.
3. Select a permutation α of S.
4. Based on the subtree and permutation α, compute the expected outcome.
5. Maximise the expected outcome over all the choices of S and α.
This paper is mostly concerned with item 4 in the above list, but doing
so we must remember that when building a complete attack analysis tool,
other items can not be disregarded either. Optimisations are possible, e.g.
due to monotonicity there is no need to consider any subsets of attack
suites that do not materialise the primary threat. Even more can be done
along the lines of [15], Section 4.1, but these aspects remain outside of
the scope of the current paper.
Since only one subset S and the corresponding subtree are relevant
in the above step 4, we can w.l.o.g. assume that S = X . The attacker’s
behaviour for permutation α will be modelled as shown in Algorithm 1.
Consider the example attack tree depicted in Figure 1, where we assume α = id for better readability.
The attacker starts off by trying the elementary attack X1 . Independent of whether it succeeds or fails, there are still other components
needed to complete the root attack, so he tries X2 as well. If it fails, we
see that the whole tree fails, so it does not make sense to try X3 and X4 .
If both X1 and X2 have succeeded, we see that it is not necessary to try
X3 , since X1 and X3 have a common OR-parent, so success or failure of
X4 determines the final outcome. If X1 fails and X2 succeeds, we need
the success of both X3 and X4 to complete the task; if one of them fails,
we stop and accept the failure.

Algorithm 1 Perform the attack
Require: The set of elementary attacks X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn }, permutation α ∈ Sn
and a monotone Boolean formula F describing the attack scenarios
1: for i := 1 to n do
2:
Consider Xα(i)
3:
if success or failure of Xα(i) has no effect on the success or failure of the root
node then
4:
Skip Xα(i)
5:
else
6:
Try to perform Xα(i)
7:
if the root node succeeds or fails then
8:
Stop
9:
end if
10:
end if
11: end for

The expected outcome of the attack based on permutation α will be
defined as
Outcomeα = pα · Gains −

X

pα,i · Expensesi ,

(2)

Xi ∈X

where pα is the success probability of the primary threat and pα,i denotes
the probability that the node Xi is encountered during Algorithm 1. Before proceeding, we will prove that the expected outcome of Algorithm 1
does not depend on the specific form of the formula F. This essentially
gives us the compliance of our attack tree model in the framework of
Mauw and Oostdijk [12]. Formally, we will state and prove the following
theorem, similar to Proposition 1 in [15].
Theorem 1. Let F1 and F2 be two monotone Boolean formulae such
that F1 ≡ F2 , and let Outcome1α and Outcome2α be the expected outcomes
obtained running Algorithm 1 on the corresponding formulae. Then
Outcome1α = Outcome2α .
Proof. We can observe that Algorithm 1 really does not depend on the
attack description having a tree structure, all the decisions to skip or stop
can be taken based on the Boolean function F. Assume we have already
fixed the results of the elementary attacks Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(i−1) . Then we
see that
– the node Xα(i) may be skipped if for all the values of Xα(i+1) , . . . , Xα(n)
we have




F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(i−1) , t, Xα(i+1) , . . . , Xα(n) =
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Fig. 1. An example attack tree. The left-to-right ordering of the leaf nodes in the tree
represents the permutation α = id of the set X = {X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 }.





= F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(i−1) , f, Xα(i+1) , . . . , Xα(n) ,
– there is no need to proceed with Algorithm 1 after the node Xα(i) if
for all the values of Xα(i+1) , . . . , Xα(n) we have




F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(i−1) , Xα(i) , Xα(i+1) , . . . , Xα(n) = t
or





F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(i−1) , Xα(i) , Xα(i+1) , . . . , Xα(n) = f .
⊓
⊔

Thus, our serial model for attack trees follows the guidelines given in
Section 3 and it really is safe to talk about Boolean functions describing
the attack scenarios.
Next we will show formally that introducing order to the elementary
attacks really increases the attacker’s expected outcome. Comparing (2)
to (1) we get the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let F be a monotone Boolean function on n ≥ 2 variables
describing the attack scenarios. Let Outcomeα be defined by (2) and let
OutcomeX be defined by (1) for S = X . Then we have
Outcomeα ≥ OutcomeX .

(3)

If for all the elementary attacks Xi (i = 1, . . . , n) one also has Expensesi >
0, then strict inequality holds in (3).

Proof. First we note that by [15] we can compute the success probability
of the attacker as follows:
X

pX =

S⊆X
F(S := true) = true

Y

Xi ∈S

Y

pi

(1 − pj ) ,

Xj ∈X \S

where F(S := true) denotes evaluation of the Boolean function F, when
all the variables of S are assigned the value true and all others the value
false. This is exactly the total probability of all the successful branches of
Algorithm 1 and thus pX = pα (implying that pα is actually independent
of α). We also have that ∀i pα,i ≤ 1 and hence the inequality (3) follows.
Assume now that for all Xi we have Expensesi > 0. Then in order to
prove that strict inequality holds in (3), we need to show that there exists
such an index i that pα,i < 1. Consider the elementary attack Xα(n) that
the attacker is supposed to try last. If there exists an evaluation of the
Boolean variables Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(n−1) such that








F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(n−1) , t = F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(n−1) , f ,
then Xα(n) is superfluous in this scenario and hence pα,n < 1.
If on the other hand we have






F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(n−1) , t 6= F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(n−1) , f



for all evaluations of Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(n−1) , then due to monotonicity of F
we can only have that








F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(n−1) , f = f
and
F Xα(1) , . . . , Xα(n−1) , t = t ,
implying F(Y1 , . . . , Yn ) ≡ Yn . But in this case all the elementary attacks
before the last one get skipped, so pα,1 = . . . = pα,n−1 = 0.
⊓
⊔
Thus, introducing ordering of the elementary attacks is guaranteed
to give at least as good a result to the attacker as the routine described
in [15]. In the interesting case, when all attack components have positive
expenses, the attacker’s expected outcome is strictly larger.
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Computing the Expected Outcome

There are n + 1 parameters that need to be computed in order to find the
expected outcome using the formula (2) – the total success probability
pα and the probabilities pα,i that the node Xi is encountered during Algorithm 1. It turns out that there is an efficient algorithm for computing
these quantities provided that the given monotone Boolean function can
actually be described by a tree. In what follows we will also assume that
the tree is binary, but this restriction is not a crucial one.
So let us have an attack tree with the leaf nodes X1 , . . . , Xn and
the corresponding success probabilities pi , i = 1, . . . , n. We will assume
that all these probabilities are independent and consider the permutation
α ∈ Sn . In order to explain the algorithm, we first introduce three extra
parameters to each node Y , namely Y.t, Y.f and Y.u showing the probabilities that the node has been proven to be respectively true, false or yet
undefined in the course of the analysis. Initially, we may set Y.t = Y.f = 0
and Y.u = 1 for all the nodes and the algorithm will work by incrementally adjusting these values, so that in the end of the process we will
have R.t = pα for the root node R. Throughout the computations we will
of course retain the invariant Y.t + Y.f + Y.u = 1 for all the nodes Y ,
hence one of these parameters is actually superfluous. In the presentation
version of the algorithm we will drop the parameter Y.u, even though it
actually plays the central role.
Going back to the high-level description of Algorithm 1, we see that
the most difficult step is step 3, where the attacker is supposed to find out
whether the next elementary attack in his list may have any effect on the
success or failure of the root node. Elementary attack does not have any
effect iff there is a node on the path from that particular leaf to the root
that has already been proven to be true or false. Thus the next elementary
attack should be tried iff all the nodes on this path are undefined – and
this is precisely the event that gives us the required probability pα,i .
Let the path from root R to the leaf Xi then be (Y0 = R, Y1 , . . . , Ym =
Xi ). Thus, we need to compute the probability
pα,i = Pr[Y0 = u & Y1 = u & . . . & Ym = u] =
= Pr[Y0 = u | Y1 = u , . . . , Ym = u] ·
·Pr[Y1 = u | Y2 = u , . . . , Ym = u] · . . .
. . . · Pr[Ym−1 = u | Ym = u] · Pr[Ym = u] =
= Pr[Y0 = u | Y1 = u] · Pr[Y1 = u | Y2 = u] · . . .
. . . · Pr[Ym−1 = u | Ym = u] · Pr[Ym = u]

(4)

The equations
Pr[Yk = u | Yk+1 = u , . . . , Ym = u] = Pr[Yk = u | Yk+1 = u]
hold due to the tree structure of our underlying RDAG and the independence assumption of the elementary attacks. In (4) we have Pr[Ym =
u] = Pr[Xi = u] = 1 and all the other probabilities are of the form
Pr[Yk = u | Yk+1 = u]. Hence, we need to evaluate the probability that
the parent node Yk is undefined assuming that one of its children, Yk+1 ,
is undefined. This probability now depends on whether Yk is an ANDor OR-node. If Yk is an AND-node and Yk+1 is undefined, then so is Yk ,
if its other child Z is either true or undefined, which is the case with
probability Z.t + Z.u = 1 − Z.f . Similarly, if Yk is an OR-node and Yk+1
is undefined, then so is Yk , if its other child Z is either false or undefined,
which is the case with probability Z.f + Z.u = 1 − Z.t.
This way, (4) gives an efficient way of computing pα,i assuming that
the current parameters of the internal nodes of the tree are known. Hence,
we need the routines to update these as well. These routines are straightforward. If the elementary attack Xi is tried, only the parameters of the
nodes on the path (Ym = Xi , . . . , Y1 , Y0 = R) from that leaf to the root
need to be changed. We do it by first setting Ym .t = pi , Ym .f = 1 − pi and
Ym .u = 0 and then proceed towards the root. If the node we encounter is
AND-node A with children B and C, we set
A.t = B.t · C.t ,

(5)

A.f = B.f + C.f − B.f · C.f ,

(6)

and if we encounter an OR-node A with children B and C, we set
A.t = B.t + C.t − B.t · C.t ,

(7)

A.f = B.f · C.f .

(8)

As noted above, we see that the quantities Y.u are actually never needed
in the computations.
This way we get the full routine described as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 is very efficient. In order to compute the n + 1 necessary
probabilities, it makes one run through all the leaves of the tree and at
each run the path from the leaf to the root is traversed twice. Since the
number of vertices on such a path in a (binary) tree can not be larger
than the number of leaves n, we get that the worst-case time complexity
of Algorithm 2 is O(n2 ). If the tree is roughly balanced, this estimate

Algorithm 2 Computing the probabilities pα,i
Require: An attack tree with leaf set X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn } and a permutation
α ∈ Sn
Ensure: The probabilities pα,i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n
1: for all Z ∈ {X1 , . . . , Xn } do
2:
Z.t := 0, Z.f := 0
3: end for
4: for i := 1 to n do
5:
Find the path
Qm (Y0 , Y1 , . . . , Ym ) from the root Y0 = R to the leaf Ym = Xα(i)
6:
pα,α(i) := j=1 (1 − Zj .a), where Zj is the sibling node of Yj and
a=



t, if Yj−1 is an OR-node,
f, if Yj−1 is an AND-node

7:
8:
9:

Xα(i) .t = pα(i)
Xα(i) .f = 1 − pα(i)
Update the parameters of the nodes Ym−1 , Ym−2 , . . . , Y0 according to formulae
(5)–(8)
10: end for

drops even to O(n log n). This is a huge performance increase compared
to a naı̈ve algorithm that one could design based on the complete attack
scenario analysis described after Figure 1 in Section 4. We studied the
naı̈ve algorithm and it turns out that it is not only worst-case exponential,
but also average-case exponential [17].
Of course, as noted in Section 4, Algorithm 2 is only one building
block in the whole attack tree analysis. In order to find out the best attack
strategy of the attacker, we should currently consider all the subsets of X
and all their permutations. Optimisation results presented in [14] give a
strong indication that a vast majority of the possible cases can actually be
pruned out, but these methods remain outside of the scope of the current
paper.
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Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we studied the effect of introducing a temporal order of
elementary attacks into the attacker’s decision making process together
with some flexibility in retreating of some of them. It turns out that taking
temporal dependencies into account allows the attacker to achieve better
expected outcomes and as such, it brings the attack tree model one step
closer to the reality. This reality comes for a price of immense increase
in computational complexity, if we want to compute the attacker’s exact
outcome by considering all the possible scenarios in a naı̈ve way.

Thus there are two main challenges for the future research. First, one
may try to come up with optimisations to the computational process
and in this paper we showed one possible optimisation which works well
for attack trees. The second approach is approximation. In attack tree
analysis we are usually not that much interested in the exact maximal
outcome of the attacker, but we rather want to know whether it is positive
or negative. This observation gives us huge potential for rough estimates,
which still need to be studied, implemented and tried out in practice.
In this paper we limited ourselves to a semi-adaptive model, where
the attacker is bound to the predefined order of elementary attacks and
may only choose to drop some of them. Fully adaptive case where the
attacker may choose the next elementary attack freely is of course even
more realistic, but it is currently too complicated to analyse. Our model
is also non-blocking in the sense that there are no elementary attacks,
failure of which would block execution of the whole tree. However, in
practice it happens that when failing some attack, the attacker might
get jailed and is unable to carry on. Hence, future studies in the area of
adaptive and possibly-blocking case are necessary.
As a little technical contribution we also discussed the somewhat inevitable generalisation of attack trees to RDAGs, but our results also
show that whenever possible, we should still stick to the tree structure.
Possible optimisations of RDAG-based algorithms remain the subject for
future research as well.
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